
* In addition to the rules outlined here, you should read and be familiar with the rules on page 1 in your lab book. 

Biology 201—Principles of Biology 

Lab Overview 

REQUIRED LAB MANUAL:  Principles of Biology:  Cells by Sonja J. Pyott and 
Thomas H. Shafer, 8th edition. Hayden-McNeil Publishing, 2018. 

POINTS AND GRADING 
Lab is worth 150 points: 
 

11 Pre-Lab Assignments (worth 5 points each) 
11 Post-Lab Assignments (worth 5 points each) 

*Lowest grade of each is dropped* 
= 50 + 50 = 

100 points 

Comprehensive Lab Final = 50 points 

Total = 150 points 
          
The final lab grade makes up 25% of the four credit hour Bio 201 grade.                 
LAB IS MANDATORY. There are no make-up labs.  Be prepared to stay 2 hours, 50                     
minutes. Lab points can only be earned by coming to and participating in lab. 
Lab Learning Goals: 

After successfully completing BIO 201 students should:  
1. Be able to describe the 4 major groups of macromolecules  
2. Recognize basic cellular structure and define the functional significance of these 

structures 
3. Be able to describe how cells mediate transport of ions and solutes and large molecules 
4. between compartments and throughout the cell  
5. Understand how autotrophic and heterotrophic organisms transform energy into a form 

that can be used to do cellular work 
6. Be able to explain how hereditary information is encoded, expressed, replicated and 

transferred between cellular generations 
7. Be able to solve problems requiring information retrieval, use, and analysis while 

participating productively in a working group. 
8. Be able to collect data from lab experiments and present in a scientific paper format. 

 
Academic Honor Code:  In accordance with the academic honor code at the University of 
North Carolina at Wilmington, no form of dishonesty, such as cheating, stealing, plagiarism, 
etc., will be tolerated (see UNCW Code of Student Life and the Undergraduate Catalog for 
further details). 
 

Disability Services: The University of North Carolina at Wilmington has devoted much energy    
to meeting the requirements of Section 504, Federal Rehabilitation Act and to the Americans 
with Disability Act. If you feel you need assistance or accommodations to ensure equal 
opportunities in pursuing your educational goals, please contact Disability Services at extension  
3746. 
 

Harassment Policy: UNCW practices a zero-tolerance policy for violence and harassment of 
any kind. 


